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X* Main Theorems

In Part I, I have proved the fol-
lowing two theorems.

Theorem 1. Let W(z) be meromorphic
in J2 |< 1 an(3 ^ne number of zero points
of 7T£, <:«/•(*•; °-&i) in \z.\*l be tn .
Then

r̂r) ̂u-hy^— (o^r<l)
i —r

 x
 ^

where ̂  is a constant, which depends
on Λ

{
 , α^ , Λ

3
 , only and

so that Theorem 1 is-

Theorem 2. Let
in an angular domain

>=tt«>).
be meromorphic

έ *1 <

Then for any Λ > 1 »

where A, is a cons cant, which depends

on CL, > &z 9 C^3 » o(
0
 * °̂  * λ. only

and

ft
 being the number of

zero points of ur(z) — <JL in

We see easily that the constant
in the proof of Theorem 1 is

where β is a numerical constant and

where C . is a numerical constant.
Hence Theorem 1 becomes

By means of this, we can easily prove
the existence of the^cercles de rempli
sage

w
 of Valiron and Milloux. We will

prove the following, theorem.

Theorem 3. Let Vt(z) be meromor-
phic in
and Δ

where
on

is a constant, which depends
# o< only and

being the number of
zero points of uΛ(

2
)-α. in

i »1tV
a.

Proo f. Let

where
that
If we taΊfe Vo so large that I fa

varies In the range, such
*' Is contained in
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< < -e< , then β**'(Vί v.) la contained
in Δ

0
 i if Q Λ) has a common point

with

and n* , *•* 3 be the number of
zero points of TOi (w(*)~αi) in φ

* rβspectivθlyβ

In the following, we denote con-
stants, which depend on Ĉ  , Λa. 9

same
/ Since
with Q

(
Is contained in

, we have by Theorem 1.

Since Q v '
number of
points with
for

ί »

fl )

overlap twice and the
, which have common

is gf\ Z
y

 9
 we have

"ί 3 <+ A-2
v
,

f
 we apply Theorem 1 toFor ItiV^

QV » Q*
so that (5) holds for y«ί,2, --- with a
suitable

 Λ
J\ . Let X ̂  t < 1 . We

choose if , such that n, ,<r^
then '

then since overlap twice, nf fn/ -
ao that b

y
 (6)
*

Since

we have Jfy.̂  ̂
f
 so that

L-r

Since 4t - 3 J 4-t
have

for

H
O
 Meromorphic functions In a unit

circle*

By means of Theorem 3, we can prove *
simply the following Valiron ̂s theorems '
(4-6)

β
 In the following T(Tr) denotes

the Nevanlinna^s characteristic func-
tion*

Theorem 4 Let uτ(z) be meromor-
phic in |z|«ci arid

Then there exists a direction J* , such

λft

for any O*
 9
 with two possible excep«

tions, where £v(ffi>$Δ) are zero points
of &K2) —- <X in any angular domain
&

 9
 which contains J" *

Proof, By dividing ( O, 2 K) into 2*
equal parts, we obtain angular domains
&<^ of magnitude 2.TC2

Λ
 » such that

Let ^ converge to an direction X %
έhrjZ ~ σ< 9 then for any angular do*
main ̂  » which contains J" ,,

Let for any 5* > O

Then by Theorem 3,
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so that by (1),

for any CL , with two possible excep-
tions.

Theorem 5, Let Uri^O be meromor-
phic In fzf< 1 y such that

Then there exists a direction 7
 f

 such
that in any angular domain Λ , which
contains JΓ, ur(z) takes any value infi-
nitely often with two possible excep-
tions. More precisely,

~

with two possible exceptions.

Proof
 r
 As before there exists a

direction J" i ar§ Z - °< , such
that for any angular domain ^ , which
contains J~ ,

lim. (1)

Let for any

Then from (1) and Theorem 3, we see
that

with two possible excep-for any
tions

 β

Theorem 6. Let wίz) be meromor-
phic in |zl<l , such that

- c>o .

Then there exists a direction J" ,
such that in any angular domain /Λ, ,
which contains J , vr( z ) takes any
value infinitely often, except a set
of logarithmic capacity zero.

Proof- As before, there exists a
direction J" : aryz — o< , such that.
for any angular domain A

 9
 which con-

tains ,

and let forWe suppose that cX = O
any $ >

o
 9

We map
by ζ - put

ύ^ |
Z
t

: R1<l

Then -Δ is mapped on
We map P

0
 on UI<1 by

or

such that ζ =
X-i, -l

y
 -i

Let for o^R

put
correspond to

then the Image of R,
is contained in |x|»f -A(R) »

 wnθn

Rl is suitably chosen. Hence if we
put

then JO^w Δ^SCp V^

Since there exists a constant A

such that A<<F ̂  ̂
r
 »

 wβ havθ

- A,
x 1̂ - C

6
***". X

where TXP,v^ is the char acteis tic func-
tion of iΛCxJ Prom (1), we have
lίmp̂ i T(p,v)=:oo, so that by Frostman's
theorem^ , -ιKx> takes any value Infi-
nitely often in lx|<ί , except a set
of logarithmic capacity zero« Returning
to the z -plane, vr(.z) takes any value
Infinitely often in Λ

0
 » except a set

of logarithmic capacity zero.

HΓ
β
 Ahlfors* directions

1. Let JC be a sphere of diameter 1
and Γ be a finite covering surface of
j£ . We denote its area by }F| and

the length of its boundary by I, and
put δ=|Fl/τc . Let £ be a simply con-
nected domain on JC and FCD) be the
part of F t which lies above J) and
put

where |p| denotes the area of P and
lF(p)| is that of F(£) o Then by
Ahlfors* covering theorem*.),



where •£/ la a constant, which depends
on D only. Pφ) consists of a fi-
nite number of connected parts, which
are called islands (Inseln) and penin-
sulas (Zungen). Let {^^ be islands
in FC&; and p(D9 be its Euler's
characteristic. We put

Let T^ . , D
t
C$£3; be $ sim-

ply connected domains on X , which
have no common points each other „ Then
Ahlfors*> proved that

ft;

where ̂  is a constant, which depends
on ft,,..., I>̂  only. Since \> (D*)
- 1 , if [)̂  is simply connected and
KD*) ̂O otherwise, If we denote
the number of simply connected islands
In £(D) by 74̂  , then by (2),

(3)

Let u^CD) be the number of schlicht
islands in F(W and TL£ (P) be that
of non-schlicht simply connected is-
lands in F(p; , then
-t UjCD). Since
we have by (1),

so that from (3),

If we take $ = 3
(4), then we have

£
£»l

5 -

in (3) and %-5 in

Prom (5), (6), we can prove similarly
as Theorejn 1, the follbwing theorem.

Theorem 7. Let vr( z)
and F

be meromor-
be its Riemannphic In |zj<l .

surface spread over the ur -sphere

(i) Let D, , D^ , J>
3
 be three

simply connected domains on X . If
the total number of simply connected
islands of F. above P

/
 , P

2
 , P

3

be ^ ot! 9 then

where A is a constant, which depends
on P

§
 ,. P

2
 , P

3
 only.*

(11) Let P| ,...> PS be five simply
connected domains on JK If the
total number of schlicht islands of F
above p, . - D s

 Dθ
 » ̂<,

where
on D

is a constant, which depends
, p

5
 only.

2. By this theorem, we can prove an
anlogous theorem as Theorem 2 and by
means of which we can prove the follow-
ing theorem.

Theorem 6. Let urelx) be a
meromorphic function of finite order
p > o , such that *'

Then there exists a direction J" :
= o< , which has the following proper-
ty. Let Δi /arg *-αί| ί Ŝ  o£lz/<:oo be
any -angular domain, which contains X
and Δ^: Urg z-<* I •££/** <*fer and F̂ Ui)
be the Riemann surface generated by
w=fc») on the ^-sphere K

 9

when z varies in <*d
r/
 .

Let D be a simply connected domain
on K and w jdr, p ,̂) be the
number of simply connected islands in
fy.(A) above p and H

0
cr

;
 p; ̂)

be that of schlicht islands in ?+(£)
Then for any δ> o *

holds for a certain one of any three
simply connected domains on Jf and

holds for a certain one of any five
simply connected domains on Jf

 0

We may call J* an Ahlfors
7
 direc-

tion of .f(z) . We remark that, as
Dlnghas 7) proved,

for any simply connected domain D and
£>0 , where >i-Cr

;
 D) is the

number of (not necessarily simply con-
nected) islands in FV above p , F>
being the Riemann surface generated by
ur = f(*J on K" , when z varies in

fel ̂ r

(1) Is evidently a generalization
of Vaίiron's theorem on Borel^s direc-
tions.

We can prove analogous theorems which
correspond to Theorem 5 and 6 for mero-
morphic functions in a uni<fc circle*
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Similarly as Theorem 4 of Part I,
we can βxte'nd Theorem 8 as follows.

Theorem 9. Let vr= f(*; be a
meromorphic function of finite order
P > o , such that

dr ss, oo

C; z»z(f) Cθ£t<cχ be a simple
curve, which connects £.s θ with
2, j? ex> and for any 3

s
 > o , A be

the set of points, which is covered by
all discs |2-2(t)| £ £{ z(t)( tÔ tx**;

be the set obtained from ̂
 J

by rotating an angle £ , ̂r(β)
its part, which is contained in /
and Fϊ Ĉ (θ)) be the Riemann surface
generated by iAr~-f(z) on the ur -
sphere 2f , when 2 varies in-d

r
f£)

Let P be a simply connected domain
on JC and -Ĥ y, p; Δ(θ)) *>e the
number of simply connected Islands in
F*tΔ(0)) above P and ** (r, P Λ( 0»
be that of schlicht islands in ^(Λίθ))
above P « Then there exists a cer-
tain β

0
 » such that for any 5*>O ,

holds for a certain ̂ one of any three
simply connected domains on jζ and

holds for a certain one of any five
simply connected domains on K o

3. We will prove a theorem, which
is analogous to the theorem on the
f<
cercles de remplisage*

 β
 Let ur=.fu)

be a meromorphic function of finite
order f>o

 β
 Then we can prove

easily that for any £>0 , $>o ,
there exists a sequence of discs

such

that

where

If we take 0 for £ and
. then

we see that there exists a sequence of
points sLvi, , which is independent of £
and S » such that (1) holds for any

Then there exists a sequence of points
Z^ , which iβ Independent of g and
Γ and satisfies the following condi-

tion.

Let for any
(lavl^rVv) and F̂  be the Riemann

surface generated by urs f(x) on the
vf -sphere Jζ

 9
 when z varies in 2\

Λ
.

Let P be a simply connected domain on
3C and itMΛDyΔTt) be the number

of simply connected islands in Re above

P and tioCD, ΔU) be that of βohliβht
islands in Fn, above P Then for
any £ ;> o , <Γ > 0 ,

for any three simply connected domain*
P, If

for any five simply connected domains
on jf if
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Let /&,'tz-Z*,l£ 2Γ Un,( and
we apply Theorem 7 on Δ^

 a
nd ̂  then

we have the following theorem*,

Jheorem 10. Let^ be a mero«
morphic ̂ function of finite order 9>O
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